
Alex Ross Engineering ltd industrial lift manufacturer

GEN X - Modernisation
Future-proofing is the process of 

anticipating the future and developing 

methods of minimizing the effects of 

shocks and stresses of future 

events. Future-proofing is used in 

industries such as electronics, medical 

industry, industrial design and more 

recently, in design for climate change.

Gen X
Part of the solution



The revolutionary Gen X – Modernisation.

Designed to fit existing steel enclosures, consisting 

of  four sets of  guide rails sized to suit the contract 

weight, guide rail brackets and fitting kit.

Slings for the car and counterbalance, complete with  

filler weights to suit. Slim fit pit props. A new wiring 

harness. Machine raft and machine assembly. High 

quality polyurethane belts.

Safety is controlled with a bi-directional over speed 

governor with UCM. Progressive safety gear mounted 

on the car, make this one of  the safest goods lifts on 

the market.   



Powered by solar energy and therefore reducing 

carbon emissions. Making  Gen X the perfect solution  

for zero net buildings and a “post-carbon economy”.

Advanced dc to dc technology only requires a 230v 

single phase 500watt supply. Included as part of  the 

package. Also available with a solar upgrade option, it 

makes this one of  the most advanced goods lifts 

available.

Polyurethane belts are used for suspension and require 

no maintenance. Guaranteed for 20 years or 3 million 

cycles. Guide rollers are used throughout to reduce 

friction and noise.  Reducing operational costs, call 

outs and servicing.

Making this our most advanced lift to date.  



Gen X includes a controller section located within the 

landing finish post.

Within this section is housed our micro controller, 

this provides up to 12 stops as standard and with full 

EN81 functionality, making it future proof.

A secondary controller is installed within the 

enclosure and this controls the solar side of  the 

system, using two 72cell solar panels the lift can 

operate between 200-300 runs per day. *



Made in the UK
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All fig as quoted as solar power is not consistent, and no guarantees are given.
• Based on 500kg capacity

Design is subject to change .
Parts maybe supplemented at any time
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